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Abstract:  Vehicle and crew scheduling are two major planning problems arising in 
public bus transport companies. Briefly stated, these problems aim at 
assigning vehicle itineraries to scheduled trips and crews itineraries to tasks 
resulting from the vehicle schedule. The main objective of a vehicle and 
crew schedule is to offer a given service that allows passengers to travel 
easily at a low fare while minimizing asset and operating costs. 
Traditionally, both planning steps have been approached sequentially 
where vehicle schedules are determined before crew schedules. These 
processes have two main problems first they are not able to take into 
consideration of crew scheduling during vehicles scheduling, generally 
there is no loop back to the previous step, second they planning horizon is 
generally one day, although the crew scheduling of one day has effect on 
the next day due to labour rules. 
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1. Introduction 
Operational plan in public transport operation means the “production plan” of the 
service. It includes: 

• vehicle schedules 
• staff (crew) schedules 
• rosters 

Vehicle schedule is a group of runs which belong to one and only one vehicle, 
practically the daily task of one vehicle. The needed number of vehicles on a given day 
is equal with the number of vehicle schedules. 

Crew schedule is the work plan of one driver, which consists of blocks from vehicle 
schedules. Crew and vehicle schedule can be the same but it not necessary. Number of 
drivers is equal with the number of crew schedules. 

The roster is framework valid for a time period last for several days and inherits the 
crew schedules to be performed by a given driver. To make the service possible there is 
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a need for drivers for each roster; so the needed number of drivers is equal with the 
number of rosters. Final task of the planning is to find drivers for each roster. 

The goal of operational planning is to prepare operational plans with the lowest cost 
which secure the service with the observance of several rules and laws 

Operational plans are interrelated. Minimizing the number (and cost) of vehicle 
schedules may resulted in a higher staff cost. Looking further, the minimizing of staff 
schedules for a given day may result in a higher roster costs. 

To solve this interrelation there are several methods: sequential and integrated. 

2. Methods of vehicle and crew scheduling in general 
The two main methods for vehicle and crew scheduling are: sequential and integrated. 
These two main methods are basically different, as the sequential works step by step till 
the integrated combine several steps. 

The sequential method's three main features are: 

• Vehicles scheduling with an optimum criteria only for vehicle usage and vehicle 
cost minimizing 

• In the next step crew scheduling with minimize crew cost regarding rules and 
external employment conditions 

• Last step is the creation of rosters using external employment conditions and 
taking crew schedules day by day. Aim of this step is to minimize the total crew 
cost 

 

Figure 1. Sequential method for vehicle and crew scheduling 

The result of a sequential method is not optimal for the whole vehicle-crew-operator (as 
whole) system. Therefore there are integrated methods to give better solutions. 

The partly integrated methods have a sequential first part but in step one the needs of 
step two is taken into account. The order of these steps can be as follows: 

• at vehicles scheduling the employment conditions of drivers are taken into 
account 
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• the runs of lines are collected through the crew scheduling considering vehicles 
usage conditions 

Another partly integrated method is where through the crew scheduling roster 
building requirements are considered. 

Figure 2. Integrated method for vehicle and crew scheduling 

At fully integrated methods the optimum criteria of the method is to minimize the costs 
for the whole system (vehicles-crew). These methods produce vehicle and crew 
schedules at once in one step. Lately there are models to include also roster planning 
into this single step. Therefore all three steps of operational planning of public transport 
are collected into one single step. 

3. Sequential methods for vehicle and crew scheduling 
The sequential method has two main steps: vehicle scheduling, crew scheduling which 
ended in rosters. 

3.1. Vehicle scheduling 

First models for vehicle scheduling (Vehicle Scheduling Problem – VSP) are dated back 
to the 60's. The heart of the matter is to connect runs of lines to each other. For each of 
the departure runs have to search an arriving run which vehicle able to perform it. It is 
possible to connect vehicles on different terminate stops; in this case there is a need for 
an empty run between the two terminate stops. If there is no appropriate arriving run a 
new vehicle has to be used. Till the vehicles are parking at the depot there is a need for 
an empty run before the first and after the last run. Aim of the task is to find the least 
cost solution for this "run connection". 

Most easy task if there is only one depot and one type of vehicle (Single Depot 
Vehicle Scheduling Problem – SDVSP). The task is more difficult if there is several 
depots (Multi Depot Vehicle Scheduling Problem – MDVSP). If there are different 
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types of vehicles it is possible to use two kind of usage: strict (hard), permissive (soft). 
At hard restriction a given run is allowed to perform only by one type of vehicles. In 
this case the problem can be divided into parts based on vehicle types. Using soft 
restriction (which is more realistic) a given run can be carried out by several types of 
vehicles, the only limitation is the capacity, there is a lower limit for capacity all of the 
vehicles which are bigger than the limit are allowed to perform this given run. The 
vehicle usage is more efficient at this case but it is much harder to find a solution. 

The run connections can be figured out by using of graphs (connection network); 
there are two kinds of graphs: 

• connection based 
• time-space network 

In the connection based network the runs (included the empty runs before the first and 
after the last runs) are the nodes and the possible connections are the links. All of the 
links are directed. A link starting from a node is a departing run and other way round. 

In the time-space network all of the terminate stops and depot have a time axle. On 
these axles there are nodes for departing and arriving runs. The links between axles are 
the connections between runs. There are two kinds of links: 

• link on an axle means waiting in a terminal stop for the next run 
• link between different axles means an empty run between terminal stops and 

waiting for the next run 

All links have their own cost (time and distance related). The empty run before the 
first run includes the cost of a new vehicle because this empty run means the need for a 
new vehicle. 

One possible solution of the VSP is a subset of links for which the followings are 
right: all nodes have one and only one arriving link and one and only one departing link. 
The task is to find the least cost subset of links with this limitation. 

If there is several depot the problem is more difficult because all vehicle have to 
finish in the same depot where it started in the morning. The need of calculation 
capacity is linear to the size of the problem but exponential in the case of multi depot 
problem. It is proven [1] that SDVSP is polynomial but MDVSP is non-polynomial 
(NP-hard). 

There are other special limitations like maximal or minimal length of running km on a 
day; or one technical break for each vehicle on each day. 

3.2. Crew scheduling 

The crew scheduling problem (CSP) is similar to the vehicle scheduling problem but 
more difficult because of the external employment conditions and limitations. Based on 
these limitations Fischetti had proven [2] that CSP is also an NP-hard problem. 
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The first thing to solve CSP is to find interchange points through the runs. Interchange 
points are in time and space fixed points where the change of crew is possible. Between 
to interchange points there is a duty therefore all duties have two interchange points one 
at the start and one at the end. 

Between two interchange points the “distance” should be as long as possible, but as 
short as one driver can perform it without any break. 

Shift is the task for one driver for one day it inherits one or several duties (practically 
several). Aim is to find duties for shifts fulfilling employment conditions and have least 
cost. 

Similar to VSP in this case also possible to build up a connection network; where 
nodes are the interchange points. Links means the connection between two duties. A 
link is possible if it does not harm employment regulations. The real problem is to 
decide if a link is possible or not. 

4. Partly integrated methods for vehicle and crew scheduling 
In the 90's computer capacities was not enough for integrated models therefore partly 
integrated models were developed. Structure of these is simple: integrated model with 
sequential calculation methods. 

One of these models was developed for Rom [3]. In this model the requirements of 
crew scheduling were taken into account through vehicles scheduling but rosters are 
planed only afterwards. 

Another example is developed by Gintner [4] [5]. In this case the vehicle schedule is 
changed to be better for crew scheduling. This is possible till there are several similar 
solutions for vehicle scheduling. 

5. Integrated methods for vehicle and crew scheduling 
Integrated models have two main types: 

• Integrated Single Depot Vehicle Crew Scheduling Problem – ISDVCSP or 
simple SD-VCSP 

• Integrated Multi Depot Vehicle Crew Scheduling Problem – IMDVCSP or 
simple MD-VCSP 

The MD-VCSP is a more complex task it can be handle only through multi step 
models. The main criterion is to find vehicle and crew (for each and every run) which 
are located in the same depot. Integrated models are able to produce the least cost 
solution vehicle and crew scheduling. 

The first integrated model was published by Freling [6]. It has three components: 

• quasi-assignment model for vehicle scheduling 
• a set-partitioning model for crew scheduling 
• requirements for secure the compatibility between vehicle and crew schedules 
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Because of the complexity of the problem even the newest models are multi step ones. 
This structure enlarges the time demand of the calculation parallel to the size of the 
problem. 

6. A proposed interactive method for vehicle and crew scheduling 
Literature also cites the statement that professionals could be used an interactive tool 
much better than a very sophisticated model with optimal solution even when the 
interactive one cannot present the real optimal solution. It cannot give one “perfect” 
solution but can help the professional planer to work more easily. The models for 
optimization have several problems in the everyday work: 

• At real scale problem the preparation work and running time is too long. With 
about 1000 runs and 2-4 depots the running time of a model is about 10 hours. 
Running time has strict correlation to number of depots. In real life in rural 
service number of depot can be up to 200-250 which makes running time 
unrealistic 

• Vehicle requirements are normally soft it means there is no possibility to divide 
the task into parts. It makes the problem more complicated 

• In the reality lines – runs – vehicle schedules and crew schedules have strong 
connections. It means there are runs only to make vehicles scheduling more 
easily. Therefore optimizing an existing timetable (set of runs) gives no win (or 
not too big one). It would need a higher integration of steps from timetable 
planning till roster planning. 

• There too much limitation due to drivers employment conditions 

A simpler interactive planning tool could eliminate these problems but makes manual 
planning process more effective. It could have the following steps: 

• Analyzing vehicles fleet 
• Analyzing vehicle demand (requirements of types...) 
• Checking of runs which indicates new vehicles – modifying these runs 
• “Pre-vehicle scheduling” 
• Evaluation of vehicle schedules from the side of crew scheduling 
• Dividing “Pre-vehicle schedules” into blocks 
• Regrouping of blocks with checking of employment requirements 

This method seems to be sequential but it can be integrated because of the several 
feed back in the process. 

The effectiveness of such a process can be evaluated by comparing costs in the 
planned and the existing situation. In the practice there are a maximal and a minimal 
level of costs. Maximal level costs (maxima) for a planned system is the cost of the 
existing one. The minimal level can be calculated as follows: 

• Vehicle scheduling with a simpler method (comparing departure and arrival 
times). It gives a theoretical minimum but it is not realistic. It is the lower limit 
for vehicle cost 
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• Simpler crew scheduling without any consideration on vehicles scheduling. This 
will be the lower limit for crew cost 

• The minimal level of costs (minima) for the system is the sum of this to lower 
limit. 

The effectiveness of a solution can be measured be comparing it with the maxima and 
minima. In the interactive method the cost should be tend to the minima. 

7. Conclusions 
The research project about vehicle and crew scheduling started just few months ago 
therefore definite results are not jet present. We discovered in this short period of time 
the previous models and methods and pointed out the weak points of these solutions. 
Our project is focused to produce practically usable results and models. 

The first results of this project show that the present models are more theoretical and 
can be used only under special circumstances. In the real life the complexity of the 
boundary conditions are so high that one single model is not able to give a usable 
solution. This recognition of our research is resulted in the first statement that says: for 
professionals an interactive tool is more usable than an automatic integrated model. 
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